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ABSTRACT 
 

Most stochastic modelling techniques assume the physical correlations 
among the raw observations to be negligible when forming the variance-
covariance matrix of the GPS observations.  Such an assumption may, 
however, lead to significantly biased solutions.  The Minimum Norm 
Quadratic Unbiased Estimation (MINQUE) method is an iterative technique 
that can be used to estimate spatial correlation among GPS measurements.  
Studies by previous authors have shown that MINQUE improves the 
accuracy and the reliability of the ambiguity resolution, and ultimately, the 
geodetic solution.  However, its effect on the estimation of zenith wet delay 
(ZWD) is somewhat unknown.  In this paper, an investigation into its impact 
on ZWD, as well as heighting, is carried out using simulated data.  The 
results obtained from MINQUE for an observation window of five-days in 
static mode indicate an average improvement of 51% and 71% in the station 
height precision when compared against elevation-angle dependent and 
equal weighting models, respectively.  This development, however, did not 
translate into better ZWD estimation, for which the differences between each 
respective stochastic model are generally at the sub-millimetre level. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
GPS data processing can be implemented via the least-squares (LS) principle.  In the LS 
process, GPS measurements are characterised by a functional model and a stochastic model.  
The functional model represents the mathematical relationship among the GPS observables 
and the parameters of interest, whilst the stochastic model is defined by an appropriate 
covariance matrix describing the spatial and/or temporal correlation among the measurements.  
The functional model is usually well defined (e.g., Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001; Leick, 
2004) and is not particularly controversial.  On the other hand, stochastic modelling remains 
one of the more challenging aspects in precise GPS positioning (e.g., Wang et al., 2002), and 
there does not seem to be a clear consensus on it. 
 
In LS theory, a set of linearised GPS observations can be defined using a Gauss Markov 
model as follows: 
 

vAXY +=    (1) 
 
where Y is an 1×n  observed-computed vector; X  is a 1×k  vector of unknown parameters 
with A  being the corresponding kn×  design matrix;v  is an 1×n  residual vector, with 

( ) 0=vE  and ( ) 2σ=vVar . 
 
The simple form for the weighted linear LS estimate for the unknown set of parameters, X, is 
given by (Johnson and Wichern, 2007): 
   

( ) WYAWAAX TT 1ˆ −=   (2) 
 

The variance property of X̂  can be expressed via the variance-covariance (VCV) matrix: 
 

( ) ( ) 12
ˆ ˆˆ −== WAACXCov T

X
σ   (3)   

kn

vWvT

−
=

ˆˆ
ˆ 2σ   (4) 

 
and the optimal choice for the weight matrix W  is defined as the inverse of the variance-
covariance matrix of the model residuals (e.g., Johnson and Wichern, 2007), i.e., 

( )vCovVCV = .  The quantity 2σ̂ , often referred to as the a posteriori unit variance or 

variance factor, is an unbiased estimate of 2σ  and is an indicator of the precision of the 
observations and the assigned weight matrix W. 
 
From equation (2), the choice of stochastic model is an important factor in determining the 
final outcome of the LS parameter solution.  LS possesses an attractive property in that the 
residual root mean square error (RMSE) is minimised.  However, an inadequately defined 
covariance matrix will result in LS losing its optimality property (Johnson and Wichern, 
2007).  Many of the existing stochastic models implemented in GPS data processing are 
simplified for practical purposes.  For real-time kinematic (RTK) data processing, for 
example, where results are needed almost instantaneously, a wrongly chosen stochastic model 
may result in faulty cycle slip detection and degrade ambiguity resolution success.  The 
quality of the parameter estimates of interest, such as receiver coordinates, will also suffer as 
a result (Fuller et al., 2005).  
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Han and Rizos (1995) concluded that the LS-solved parameter estimates are always over-
optimistic when independence is assumed among the observations.  Jin et al. (2005) reported 
an offset of over 2cm in the height components of both the Darwin-Tidbinbilla (3046km) and 
Townsville-Tidbinbilla (1792km) 24-h baseline solutions. Subsequently, height errors will 
also impact tropospheric delay estimates used in meteorological and climatological 
applications.  Employing the standard stochastic model (SSM) carries the assumption that all 
raw observations have the same degree of uncertainty, i.e., the same variance.  Such an 
assumption is unrealistic as studies have shown that systematic errors caused by the 
atmosphere and multipath have varying degrees of impact on GPS signals (e.g., Barnes and 
Cross, 1998).  It was also demonstrated with statistical testing on the LS residuals that the 
assumption of constant variances can be inappropriate (Bischoff et al., 2005).   
 
The VCV can also be estimated using an elevation-angle-dependent model (e.g., Kim and 
Langley, 2001) and the signal-to-noise ratio model (e.g., Lau and Cross, 2007).  Although 
these models do somewhat reflect the quality of the observed GPS signals, correlations among 
the raw measurements are again ignored.  Nevertheless, the elevation-angle-dependent model 
(EADM) for example, has been shown to produce reliable tropospheric estimates (e.g., 
Steigenberger et al., 2007).  Although more rigorous stochastic modelling techniques are 
available, (e.g., Wang et al., 1998; Teunissen and Amiri-Simkooei, 2007), the complexity of 
these models generally demands more processing time.  Additionally, these models have 
predominantly been used to derive positional and integer ambiguity estimates, and the effects 
on ZWD estimates are still relatively unknown.  Though one may hypothesise that better 
coordinates would lead to better ZWD estimates, the significance of the impact is still 
speculative.  
 
The above issue leads to the objective of this investigation, which is to determine if the 
estimation of ZWD will benefit from a more sophisticated stochastic model, namely the 
Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimation ‘MINQUE’ (Rao, 1970).  MINQUE was 
successfully applied in GPS data processing, where it was shown to improve short baseline 
solutions, as well as ambiguity resolution (Wang et al., 1998).  However, it has not yet been 
for the purpose of ZWD recovery.  In this paper, the performance of MINQUE for both height 
and ZWD estimation will be compared against conventional stochastic models, i.e., the SSM 
and EADM, as well simplified MINQUE (Satirapod et al., 2002) and the non-negative 
definite MINQUE (Rao and Kleffe, 1988). Descriptions of the aforementioned stochastic 
models are provided next. 
 
 
2.0 STOCHASTIC MODEL 
 
2.1 Standard Stochastic Model 
 
The standard stochastic model (SSM) refers to the simplest of all stochastic models.  SSM is 
constructed with the assumption that all zero-differenced (as considered in this paper) GPS 
observations are independent (i.e., zero correlation) and have the same variance, 2σ .   
 
2.2 Elevation Angle Dependent Model (EADM) 
 
The dependence of measurement noise on satellite elevation can be attributed to the receiver 
antenna’s gain pattern, atmospheric refraction and multipath (e.g., Kim and Langley, 2001).  
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Modelling the observational noise as a function of the satellite elevation can take on many 
forms.  One of these elevation angle-based models has the general form (Wang et al., 1998): 
 

( )i
zfba

i
θσ 222 +=Φ   (6) 

 
where 2a  and 2b  are constant coefficients and( )i

zf θ  is the function that is defined with 

respect to the zenith angle i
zθ  for observation i .  The cosine function can be utilized to define 

the variances of the zero difference measurements in the form (Jin et al., 2005): 
 

( )i
zba

i
θσ 2222 cos+=Φ   (7) 

 
The coefficients a  and b  are simply given as 0 and 1.  The raw observations are also 
assumed to be spatially and temporally uncorrelated in the EADMs. 
 
 
2.3 Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimation (MINQUE) 
 
Using the Gauss-Markov model given in equation (1), the mm×  VCV matrix of Y , can be 
expressed as: 
 

∑∑
==

==Σ
q

i
ii

q

i
i VC

11

φ , where 
( )

2

1+= mm
q  (8) 

 
where{ } { })1(1312

22
2

2
121 ,...,,,,...,,,...,, −= mmmq σσσσσσφφφ  are the VCV components to be 

estimated and qVVV ,..,, 21  are the so-called accompanying matrices (Wang et al., 2002).  The 

problem here is estimating the q  unknown elements of Σ . 
 
The MINQUE of the linear function iφ ( ,1=i ,2 .., q ), i.e., qqppp φφφ +++ ..2211 , is the 

quadratic function AYYT , where A  is selected such that (Rao , 1971): 
 

( )ΣΣAATrace  is a minimum: subject to 0=AX  and  ( ) ii pACTrace = , ,1=i ,2 .., q  (9) 

 

The MINQUE of ∑
=

q

i
iiV

1

φ is then estimated from: 
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where the vector γ  is a solution of 
 

( )∑
=

=
q

i
jjii pRVRVTrace

1
,γ  ,1=j ,2 .., q   (11) 

 
and 
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R= W (W-1 – X (XT W X) XT) W, where 1−Σ=W   (12) 
 
The symmetric R matrix can be partitioned as 
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  (13) 

 
where s is the number of epochs considered in a selected processing window session. 
 
By expressing equation (11) as pS =γ , where  
 

( )jiij RVRVTraceS =   (14) 

 
this leads to pS 1−=γ .  
 

Since the MINQUE of ∑
=

q

i
iiV

1

φ  is  

 

( ) φγ ˆ11 TTTTT pQSpQSpQ === −−   (15) 
 

then ( ,ˆˆ
1φφ = 2̂φ , .., )qφ̂  is a solution of 

 
QS =φ  (16) 

 
Q  can alternatively be defined as: 
 

εε WWVRYRVYQ i
T

i
T

i ==   (17) 

 

Given an initial estimate ( )0φ̂ , the ( )thj 1+  approximation can be generated using the following 

iterative procedure: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )jjj QS 1
1

ˆ −
+ =φ , ,0=j ,1 ,2 …  (18) 

 
 
2.4 Simplified MINQUE 
 
The execution of MINQUE requires a computer processor with substantial power and 
memory as the number of observations becomes large.  This is mostly due to the computation 
and storage of the R matrix, i.e., equation (13).  The notion behind the simplified MINQUE 
(Satirapod et al., 2002), which will be referred to here as SMINQUE, is to reduce the 
complexity of the R matrix, leading to the efficient computation of the MINQUE process.  
The proposed simplification of MINQUE disregards the off-diagonal block entries of the R 
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matrix and gives rise to a block-diagonal matrix *R  as its replacement in the procedure.  The 
*R  matrix is expressed as  
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 (19) 

 
Subsequently, equation (14) can be simplified to 
 

( )∑
=

=
s

r
jrrrirrrij VRVRTraceS

1

       (20) 

 
where irV  is the block-diagonal element of iV  for epoch r  and jrir VV = .  

 
 
2.5 Non-Negative Definite MINQUE (NND-MINQUE) 
 
If all the matrices ,1V 2V , .., qV  are non-negative definite, an alternative iterative scheme can 

be applied (Rao and Kleffe,1988),  
 

( ) ( )i

T
i

T

i
j

i
j VRTrace

YRVRY

i

ii

φ

φφφφ
ˆ

ˆˆ

1
ˆˆ =+ ,   ,1=i  2, .., q (21) 

 

where the ( )thj 1+  approximation to the thi  component of φ̂  can be computed. The non-

negative definite MINQUE (NND_MINQUE) scheme of equation (21) ensures iφ̂  will 

remain non-negative throughout the iterations when ( ) .0ˆ
0 ≥iφ   Using the NND_MINQUE is 

also computationally simpler than applying equation (18), which requires the calculation of 
the S  matrix.  In this study, only the variances are estimated. 
 
 
3.0 SIMULATION DATA 
 
To test the above MINQUE methods, a set of simulated data was processed.  For a given 
location, a set of observations is generated by simulating the satellite coordinates for a 
specified session, using the Penna and Stewart (2003) ‘perfect’ GPS orbital simulator, i.e. 
with no perturbations.  Therefore, for a particular location, the exact geometric range between 
the satellite and the receiver can be calculated, and the effect of different individual error 
sources readily assessed. 
 
The GPS simulation software used can perform weighting by using the standard or the EADM 
models.  However the user can easily incorporate other weighting schemes if needed.  
Tropospheric data, and/or any other error sources (e.g., multipath or random errors) 
determined through external functions, can also be accommodated.  In this test, tropospheric 
delays were added to the Penna and Stewart (2003) line-of-sight- geometric ranges using 
simulated ZWD (SZWD) and the Niell mapping function (Niell, 1996).  The SZWD values 
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applied were those generated from 24 hour GIPSY version 2.6 software precise point 
positioning mode analyses, estimating them every 5 min together with horizontal gradients, 
whilst holding fixed ‘legacy’ JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) 'fiducial-free' orbital and Earth 
rotation products, and using the Niell mapping function.  
 
SZWD values were generated for the HOB2 IGS station from 1999 to 2004.. A five-day 
period in 2004 from June 15th to 19th was chosen for testing as there was a large ZWD 
variability over these five days, ranging from 5mm to 16mm.  The elevation cut-off was 
selected as 15 degrees.  Weighted one-hourly LS ZWDs estimates were retrieved in the 
analyses and compared to the simulated values, i.e., the SZWDs, across three different 
processing windows, selected as 1h, 2h and 4h) and using the five different stochastic 
methods discussed in Sections 2.1-2.5.  

 
In discussing the results, MINQUE and SMINQUE will be referred to collectively as 
(S)MINQUE.  The most important aspect of this simulation analysis is that no errors were 
applied to the observations besides tropospheric delay, i.e. the only present “error source” is 
the variability within the simulated ZWDs themselves.  If the stochastic model is correctly 
chosen, one would expect the coordinate correction estimates to be approximately zero and 
the output ZWD estimates to be similar to the (averaged) simulated values for the processing 
window considered. 
 
 
4.0 RESULTS 
 
The height component of the coordinates is the main positioning component that is affected 
by atmospheric delay (e.g., Bock et al., 2001).  As such, the height estimates resulting from 
the study were closely analysed.  The RMSE values of the height estimates resulted from the 
above methods over the five-day simulation are presented in Table 1. 
 

Window 
Size 

SSM EADM MINQUE SMINQUE NND_MINQUE 

1-h 5.35 3.90 1.84 1.94 8.57 
2-h 2.59 1.35 0.86 0.94 2.90 
4-h 1.17 0.66 0.23 0.25 1.03 

Table 1 RMSE of the height estimates (mm) for HOB2 over the five-day data set using different 
stochastic methods. 

 

Over the three different window sizes, both MINQUE and SMINQUE consistently produced 
the smallest height offsets.  The NND_MINQUE was the worst performer over the five-day 
period.  This is somewhat unexpected given that the variance factor, (given in equation (4)), 
of the linear model produced by the NND_MINQUE model is unity.  Thus theoretically, the 
model should perform fairly well.  Since this is not the case, the underlying notion here 
signifies the importance of proper modelling of the correlation among the observations.  
 
Table 2 compares the MINQUE’s RMSE in the height component to those of the other 
stochastic models.  The relative improvement (RI) of MINQUE over the other models is 
calculated as follows: 
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  100*
i

MINQUEi

RMSE

RMSERMSE
RI

−
= ,       (24) 

where 
 i ={SSM, EADM, SMINQUE, NND_MINQUE} 

 
The advantage of MINQUE over the other models that ignore spatial correlation among the 
raw observations is fairly substantial.  The average improvements made by MINQUE are 
71%, 51%, and 76% when compared to SSM, EADM and NND_MINQUE, respectively.  
However, the difference between MINQUE and SMINQUE is marginal. 
 

Window 
Size 

SSM EADM MINQUE SMINQUE NND_MINQUE 

1-h 66% 53% - 5% 79% 
2-h 67% 36% - 9% 70% 
4-h 80% 65% - 8% 78% 

 
Table 2 Relative improvement in the height estimates for HOB2 over the five-day data set as a 

result of using MINQUE. 

 
Unexpectedly however, better height recovery did not yield better ZWD estimates.  Figure 1 
illustrates that all models produced better ZWD estimates as the size of the processing window 
increases.  The EADM, however, was the best stochastic model over all window sizes in the 
recovery of the wet delay estimates.  The EADM recovered the ZWD with a better accuracy 
than SSM, MINQUE, SMINQUE and NND_MINQUE, by an average of 23%, 20%, 20%, 
and 30%, respectively. 
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Figure 1 Comparison between the RMSEs of the (LS-simulated) ZWD differences for HOB2 

for each of the stochastic model over various processing window sizes, for the five-
day data set considered. 
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When estimating the zenith wet delay, GPS observations that are closer to the zenith are more 
appropriate than those at low elevations, and therefore should have greater weights.  The 
EADM is reflective of this, and it may be a possible explanation as to why it had out-
performed (S)MINQUE.  Thus, the solutions may have been biased in favour of the EADM, 
as well as the other models where the correlations are ignored.  Further investigation is 
planned. 
 
 
5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Changing the stochastic model affects the GPS estimation of heights and ZWD.  The results 
attained with MINQUE (via the modified approach) for the HOB2 IGS station from five-days 
of simulated data in static mode indicate an average improvement of 51% and 71% in the 
station height precision, when compared to the EADM and SSM, respectively.  This 
superiority was not evident in the recovery of the SZWD.  In fact, EADM recovered the 
SZWD better than the other models (SSM, MINQUE, SMINQUE, NND_MINQUE) by an 
average of 23%, 20%, 20% and 30%, respectively, across all window sizes.  The dependence 
of Niell (1996) mapping function on the elevation angle could also flatter the results of the 
EADM.  Nevertheless, further investigations are required.  Future analysis may possibly 
involve independent ZWD estimates, e.g., from water vapour radiometers, and using real GPS 
data. 
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